1. **Plan View**

- Generic rebar shown for example.
- Additional #4 @ 12".
- 1-3/4" steel grating.
- 8" from vault ceiling.
- 8" Sch. 10 SS.
- 4-6" compaction gravel.
- WELD ON REINFORCING TABS AS NECESSARY FOR Poured-IN PLACE APPLICATION.

2. **Section: Low Vent**

- Generic rebar shown for example.
- #5 @ 12" compaction gravel.
- Terminate waterproofing membrane here using factory recommended method (if membrane supplied).
- Filter fabric (for weeds).

3. **Section: High Vent**

- Generic rebar shown for example.
- #5 @ 12" compaction gravel.
- Terminate waterproofing membrane here using factory recommended method (if membrane supplied).
- Filter fabric.

4. **Detail @ Top of Wall**

- 1-3/4" steel grating.
- 4" x 2-1/4" x 1/2" bent plate with 1/8" x 1" bent bar.
- 2" CLR.

5. **Typical Reinforcement**

- Detail at pipe openings.
- Provide reinforcement around the sides of the opening equal to the amount of reinforcement interrupted by the opening.

6. **Typical Plan View**

- 8" vent pipes (high & low vents).
- Use couplings to connect to pipe inside vault (typ.).